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Thank you Mr. Mayor for the opportunity to report to the Council on the latest 
developments on various matters relating to the Transport issues.

Greater Manchester’s smart traffic light expansion given the green light
Greater Manchester is set to see a multi-million pound expansion of its sophisticated 
smart traffic light network as part of an ongoing programme to tackle congestion 
across the city-region.  The £5.6m scheme, funded by Local Growth Deal Funding, 
will be invested in two systems: SCOOT and MOVA – which will mean Greater 
Manchester will have the largest smart traffic light network in the country outside 
London. SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique) enables groups of traffic 
signals in busy areas to work together so that traffic flow is smoother and congestion 
reduced. Sensors pick up traffic data and use it to synchronise the lights so capacity 
is increased and delays reduced. Studies have shown SCOOT has increased traffic 
performance by up to 15% compared to a fixed time system.

Rail Safety
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) recently held week of action, which was 
aimed at reinforcing vital safety messages around rail and light rail. TfGM, tram 
operator KeolisAmey Metrolink (KAM), Network Rail and train operating companies 
took part in Rail Safety Week, which ran from 2 - 8 July.  The national campaign was 
launched with a special awareness-raising event at Manchester Piccadilly station on 
2nd July. Visitors were able to try their hand at the tram driving simulator used to train 
Metrolink drivers, enabling them to experience and understand the daily challenges 
facing drivers, such as inclement weather conditions, poor visibility and navigation 
through highly pedestrianised areas. Operator representatives were also present to 
provide useful information on rail safety. 

Transport for Greater Manchester signs contract for 27 new trams
TfGM have signed a £72million contract that will see 27 new Metrolink trams bolster 
the UK’s largest tram network. The contract – with manufacturer Bombardier 
Transportation UK and Kiepe Electric – will increase capacity on the network by 15%. 
The new trams will provide 4,800 extra spaces and used to run more ‘double’ trams 
on the busiest lines. The first tram is expected to arrive in February 2020, with other 
units following on a monthly basis through to June 2021. This is good news for 
Rochdale as in time we will see more and faster trams operating on the Rochdale 
line.

‘Beelines’ – the cycling and walking network  
Chris Boardman, Greater Manchester’s Cycling and Walking Commissioner, has 
unveiled an innovative new plan to create a city-region-wide cycling and walking 
network made up of more than 1,000 miles of routes, including 75 miles of ‘Dutch-
style’ segregated bike lanes.



The ‘Beelines’ network will be the largest joined-up system of walking and cycling 
routes in the UK and has been developed with all 10 Greater Manchester local 
authorities – which means a significant expansion for the Rochdale Borough.

Once built, the network will better connect every community in Greater Manchester, 
benefitting 2.7 million people and making cycling and walking a real alternative to the 
car. 

The proposals, which were approved by the Greater Manchester Combined Authority 
at its meeting on 29th June, also included plans for 1,400 safer road crossings on the 
majority of routes and 25 ‘filtered neighbourhoods’, where priority was to be given to 
the movement of people and where more public spaces to sit, play and socialise will 
be created.

People in Greater Manchester make around 250 million car journeys of less than one 
mile each year – the equivalent of a 15-minute walk or a five-minute bike ride.
A large proportion of these trips are school runs. In the Netherlands, 50% of children 
cycle to school every day – in Greater Manchester the number is less than 2%. 
‘Beelines’ aims to make walking and cycling the natural choice for short journeys.

Heywood Local Link Service
There have been recent changes to the Heywood Local Link service, which was 
approved at the meeting of TfGM’s Bus Network and TfGM Services (BNTS) sub- 
committee on 6th of July 2018 and which will be implemented in October 2018. In 
summary, the change is as follows:

 Weekend operating hours were extended from 09:00 - 17:00 to 05:00 - 19:00 
to enable the carriage of more employment trips to the employment within the 
area (including the Pilsworth Industrial estate and Heywood Distribution 
Centre).

 The Monday to Friday hours were slightly adjusted from 05:30 to 23:00 to 
05:00 to 22:30 to enable the service to be used by those requiring access to 
early morning shift work.

Bus Services Changes in the Rochdale Area
Below is a summary of the bus service changes in the Rochdale area that was 
reported to the Bus Networks and TfGM Services meeting that was held on 6th July 
2018.
 
Rosso commercial service changes effective 22nd July 2018 included:

 Service 442 Rochdale – Bury Road – Bamford  - (Norden)  evening journeys 
currently operate Rochdale to Bamford and will be extended to Norden as per 
the daytime journeys.

 Service 467 Bury – Daniel Fold – Rochdale & service 468 Bury – Cutgate – 
Rochdale - frequency increased to at least every 10 minutes between 
Bamford, Fairfield and Bury.  6 buses per hour between Rochdale and Bury. 
Improved timetable with revised evening and Sunday journeys.

 Service 468 – Bury – Cutgate – Rochdale: Monday to Saturday daytime 
frequency increases.

Subsidised service changes which were to be effective from 3rd September 2018 
included: 



 Service 12 Middleton – Boarshaw – Moorclose Circular frequency revised to 
operate every 40 minutes due to punctuality problems (operated by 
Stagecoach); 

 Service 129 Middleton – Hollin – Boarshaw Circular - frequency revised to 
operate every 40 minutes  due to punctuality problems  (operated by Selwyns)

 Service 412 Oldham – Royton- Mills Hill – Boarshaw – Middleton: The Sunday 
daytime service sees its frequency reduce from every 60 to every 90 minutes

Anti-social Behaviour
As members will be aware the Metrolink line between Rochdale and Oldham 
continues to be plagued by anti-social behaviour. 

Parents have being encouraged to know what their kids are up to after tram services 
were temporarily suspended due to antisocial behaviour near Oldham. At about 
6.30pm on Thursday, 14th June, a driver reported that a tram window had been 
smashed between Hollinwood and Failsworth.

Services along the Rochdale via Oldham line were then temporarily suspended after 
two subsequent trams were also targeted when travelling through the same area. An 
ambulance was called for one person who reported having glass in their eye.
 
Police were called and TravelSafe Officers searched the area before services 
resumed. Overt and covert patrols were in place throughout the evening and will 
continue in the area. CCTV from the trams is now being viewed to see what footage 
can be handed to police.  

The vandalism came two nights after four bus shelters were smashed in Heywood.
Despite the attacks, reports of antisocial behaviour had been reducing as a result of 
joint operations with the other agencies within the TravelSafe Partnership and local 
policing teams following a spate of incidents in the local area earlier in the year, 
including on the transport network. 

The Rochdale and Oldham areas continue to be a focus for Transport for Greater 
Manchester, Metrolink, police, local councils and other partners.  

Councillor Phil Burke
Lead Member for Transport


